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The meeting was called to order at 10.30 a.m.

ADDRESS BY MR. CSCAR ARIAS SANCHEZ, PRESIDENT OF THE RERlBLIC OF CDSTA RICA

The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will first hear an address by the President

of the Republic of Costa Rica.

Mr. <Scar Arias Sanchez, President of the Republic of Costa Ric::i, was escorted

into the General Assembly Hall.

The PRESIDEWi': On behalf of the Ceneral Assembly, I have the honour to

welcome to the United Nations the President of the Republic of Costa Rica, His

Eltcellency Mr. (Scar Arias Sanchez, and to invite him to address the Assenbly.

President ARIAS SANCHEZ (interpretation from Spanish): I salute you,

Sir, on behalf of the Costa Rican ~ople ~nd wish you all success as President of

the General Assembly. I salute also a tireless friend in the efforts for pea.ce in

Central America and the world, Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar.

As President of Costa Rica I came here !:or the first time in 1986. I said

then that Central America was on the brink of war. I have returned today for the

last time during my term of office to tell the Assembly that we are on the verge of

peace. Yesterday I came to ask for your help and today I come to thank you. Then,

we had to stop a waq now we must build peace. How quickly the world has dlanged

in these few years. Brother has stopped killing brother in many places on this

Earth. I ask myself: Where are the wi.nners of those wars? Where are the

vanquished? Let us not be afraid to say it: the only winners were those who had

the courage to a pea.ce accord; the only winners were those who had the courage to

chdnfle history. Wherever violence oontinues, everyone is the loser.

The line between war and peace is a di fficul t and treacherous path. It also

bears witness to resentments that persist for many years. At times the decisions

of the few, immersed in ideological dogmatism of religious fanaticism, are enough
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to tip the scale towards destruction and death. On other occasions, men in faraway

places encourage armed conflicts, disregarding the pain of those who are dying. It

takes very little to turn peace one day into violence the next. It is also true

that individuals and peoples can make a difference in favour of peace. The

strength of forgiveness and dialogue can silence the guns and put everyone to work

towards finding real solutions. Our destiny is not carved in stone and it is our

responsihility to fashion a different future.

There are many who are unsure whether to commit themselves to the path of

dialogue and reconciliation for fear of being called naive. It is easier to say

that wars will always exist and wash one's hands of it, as did the great traitors

in the history of humankind who could have prevented murder but chose to remain

silent, who could have stopped war but encouraged it, who could have fought po~erty

but chose to ignore it. I am not afraid to say that the war which threatened to

spread in so many directions has turned into an opportunity to huild peace. My

people are proud of having contributed to that change. We will not be prisoners of

our past, not even for the sake of caution, when perpetuating that past violates

the rights of men and women, limits their fLeedom, allows poverty and leads to

war. The solutions to the problems that have been hesetting us for so many years

reauire imagination and coarage. Let there be change. Let everything change ~o

that hope can bring peoples together on one unified path.

Even though hunger is increasing in the world and inequalities between rich

and poor countries are widening, the scale hetween war and peace has tipped towards

peace. The direction of history in the struggle between dictatorship and the

people has tipped in favour of freedom and democracy. Violence has not lessened

pain, hut severely increased it. It has not resolved problems, but has created

other, higger ones. The risks involved in forging a different future are less than

-------------- - - -
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the pain and evil that will result if we persist in following the PCiSt blindly. to

begin by ending war is the r igh t way, but if we cannot build peace immedia tely we

will have lost everything before we wake up to reaU ty.

The Central American Peace Plan continues to move forward. The presidential

summit meetings in El Salvador and Honduras have strengthened our commitment to

fight to end the violence and improve democracy. The armed struggle in Nicaragua

has stopped and thousands upoo thousands of young people in that country owe their

lives to that courageous agreement. l\n electoral process has begun, and in

February 1990 the people of Nicaragua will elect a new president and parliament.

\H th the help of many and with international supervision, elections in our sister

country will be fair and equal guarantees will be given to all alike. We must

continue to foster the reconciliation of the people of Nicaragua~ the return of

those who are in exileJ the silencing of the guns that are still being fired J the

end to violence demanded by reason, mercy and the peace plan.

The next presidential summi t will be held in December in Nicaragua. 'fha twill

be an opportunity for us all to verify the progress made towards the free and

denocratic elections that the entire world hopes to see. ibthing at that meeting

could contribute to peace more greatly than an agreement to reduce the Sandinista

arrred forces SUbstantially. This demilitarization is an indispensable prerequisite

if we want to achieve peace in our region. Because I have these hopes and will

work for them, I was not afraid to come her~ in the past and say that Sandino had

been murdered anew, for his struggle for freedom had been betrayed. I say today

that I believe there is hope for the people of Nicaragua to become reconciled in

democracy and freedom so that Sandino will rise again for all of them and so that

together they can con tinue to pursue the revolution for freedom in freedom.

This month in Costa Rica, representatives of the Cbvernment of El Salvador

will meet wi th leaders of the guerrilla forces of the Farabunoo Marti Na tional
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Libera tion Front. The purpose of the meeting is to negotia te an end to the

hostilities. With God's help they will be able to reach an agreement similar to

that obtained by the people of Nicaragua in sapes for the sake of pooce. All the

brutality in El Salvador has not led to any solution. Let anyone in this room rise

and say wi thout hesi ta tion, in the presence of the na tions of the world, wha t

problems were solved by encouraging and supporting violence in our tortured Central

America. I ask all those who can help to contribute to putting an end to the

senseless killing and destruction in El Salvador. We demand an end to a decade of

pain that has yielded no gains and provided no future.

Once more, as we come closer to the cease-fire negotiations, the conflicts and

acts of war which torment that sister country have increased. Those who think that

by demonstrating greater destructive power they will gain an advantage in the

dialogue are badly mistaken. An increase in v iolence reveals despera tion and

confirms weakness. There is no longer any sympathy in the world for heroic acts

that turn into cowardice, for honour where blood is spilled.

Honduras rightly asks that the Nicaraguan Contras established in its territory

im~diately put doW'l their weapons and return holl'e. In Guatemala a few lunatics

have escalated their acts of violence. They too will find no sympathy in a world

that will not again confuse courage with terrorism nor fanatacism with the struggle

for freedom. The doors of democracy have been opened for: Guatemala, and we can all

contribute to widening them. To abmdm this path is to miss the call of history

for democracy in that beloved sister nation.
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In the past few years the balance in Central America has tipped in favour of

freedom, democracy and peace. Much remains to be done. We are very far from

achieving the political coexistence we seek for every cO'Jrltry and for the region,

but we are mov ing in the r igh t direction.

Everyone from His Holiness Pope John Paul 11 to the United Nations agrees that

development and peace are inseparable. In the lands surrounding my country they

are proceeding on dangerously seplrate paths. All the countries of the region,

apart from Costa Rica, have become poorer. It is urgent to reverse that trend.

We are not unaware that many wish to help us. lIbr can we fa il to mention that

only very sl0wly and in very few instances have good intentions materialized into

facts. We shall maintain confidence in the United Nations special plan of economic

assistance for Central America adopted by the Assembly, in the San Jose accords,

which reflect the co-operation of the European Economic ComThunity, in the Sanford

Commission, which prorootes development programmes that rise above political

differences, and in the Caribbean Basin initiative, whim ;ives preferential

treatment to our exports. We shall never give up hope, because wi thout development

our peace will not last. In a few years we have to reverse more than 100 years of

injustice and oppression.

The anguish of war, the hopes we share for a true peace and our dr:eams of

susta inable development do not remove us from the dlallenges facing all mank ind.

we have not distanced ourselves from the political, technological and economic

changes of our times. We are not unaware of the fact that imminent ecological

disasters have become as serious a threat as war and are a harbinger of death,

suffering and hunger. We are neither an economic nor a military Power. Nor are we

merely part of a problem. We are part of a solution) we are defenders of ideas) we

aspire to be a mor al force.
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This y~ar we shall celebrate lOO years of denocracy in Costa Rica, and we have

already celebrated more than 40 years as a people without weapons. We see a world

weary .0:: violence, tired of poverty. We see a world desperately seeking change.

In the division between those who take refuge in the past and those who assume the

risks of constructing a different future, my people is on the rood of the future.

In this scenario, in which ideological walls are tumbling down. and what was

the iron curtain is opening up, and in which the wire fences that imprisoned

nations are being cut, we can look without fear at the promise of freedom.

Con fron ta tion has not helped us solve our most basic ell fferences. en the contrary,

it contributed to spreading selfishness, to permitting dogmatic and fanatical men

to govern in respectability. We mistook arrogance for courage. Wa made heroes of

those who merely spoke against the powerfUl and promised to see justice done with

arms. We forgot to work towards solutions, to make a commitment with respect to

the sUffering of our peoples, to accept the primary responsibility for taking up

the chall enges fac ing us. No one can be unaware tha t we have an oppor tuni ty to

ma~e a different world, to surmount through co-operation an agenda common to all,

na Hons rich and poor, na tions old and young.

The struggle for human rights must now and forever be without boundaries -

without boundaries, the task of prorrnting peace in order to banish violence in the

solution of our problems~ without boundaries, the condemnation of terrorist acts)

without boundaries, the determination to strengthen and buttress denocracies, for

never in history have democratic (bvernments made war upon ooe another; without

boundaries, the obligaticn to take account of environmental coracerns in our

development plans) without boundaries, the commitment to free our children from the

drugs that are killing and destroying them) without boundaries, our efforts to

ensure that no nuclQ1r weapon will ever be launched again, so that gradually, by

replacing fear wi th understanding, we can des troy those weapons) wi thout
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boundaries, the commitment to control and reduce conventiooal weapons, and the

disarmament that:. has beoo[lle possible in this new era must guarantee resources foe

development and not ooly for the corquest of space) without boundaries, our hope

for markets free from protectionism, for fair prices for commodities C\nd for

equitable opportuni ties for the growth of all peoples. Let us make th is dos ing

decade of the twentieth century one of peace and bread for all the world.

fIIltch remains to be done before we finish tearing do\lt'l the walls that reflect:

the dogmatism and hatred of the past. Much rema ins to be done before we can conrni t

ourselves to a common agenda. Beyond those two concerns, the gl"eatest risk is that

we will raise even higher walls separating the rich nations from the poor,

separ.ating the North from the Sout.'1. 'lbday, when a farmer who works in the lands

and villages south of the Rio Grand~ crosses the border or the sea to enter a

developed country, he gains l~O years of development for. himself and 200 years for.

his children. In the past, millions came from &1rope to the lWericas in search of'

an opportunity to win the race against hunger, to open up horizons of freedom.

'lbday we must ensure opportunities for balanced development for all nations and see

to it that the walls that are torn down do not consolidate new alliances based on

..:!oonomic selfishness. If that happens, not only will the world's poor be the

losers, but the rich too will find the ozone layer full of holes CWld their souls

full of drugs. We must view the oommon agenda as a joint responsiblity and share

burciens and bene fi ts wi thout fear.

Certain countries and many people in various parts of the world refuse to

oo~perate in strengthening a new world. Matters remain that have not been

settled, which cause5 an uncertainty that turns even the brave into cowards. It is

of vital importance for u.c; in Central America that the strict separation between

East and West grow less rigid. If war is to end, it is crucial to abandon spheres
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of hegemony and make a commitment to work for freedom and delTDcracy. For those "mo

used to think that the only road to justice was the r03.d of weaponry, the time has

come to come down from the mountain and join the delTDcratic proc.ess.

I wrote the following the the leader of: the Soviet Union:

"l urge you once again, Mr. Gorbachev, to lay down arms in Central

America. The young ~ssians who are dying today in Afghanistan have been

punishment enough for a mistaken policy. They troops will return to the

Soviet Union along the honourable path of courageously correcting one's

mistakes. Correct also your policy tatllards Central America. let us also hold

talks on eliminating conventional weapons, which today are killing our

children and the children of the third world. 11

The answer, although slQi in coming compared with the speed with which our

young people were dyin9 daily in Central America, was posi tive. The Soviet

Q)vernment agreed to work for peaceful understanding and to suspend all military

aid.

It saddens me to report that shipnents of weapons to the region continue. In

Cuba, the leaders seem to have decided to remain in the Sierra Maestra and turn

their back on the new world that is being born. I reiterate here my impassioned

plea to all nations of the world to halt military assistance to t!\e Central

Pmerican region. As Cuba withdrew its soldiers from Angola, it must withdraw its

support for armed opposi Hen in the lands of Central America.

~---------- --
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The problems that hinder our struggle for pEece have been canpounded by the

threats and evil deeds of drug traffickers and by fears arising from the setbacks

suffered by dem:>cracy in Panama. In Costa Rica, we approved, wi th the unanimous

vote of our legislative assent>ly one of the str ictest laws ever enacted to fight

drug trafficking and all commerce related to it. We are fighting and we will fight

on, without faltering, for that objective, because our homeland will never provide

refuge or respite for these criminals. It must be part of our commit.ment to peace

and to a common world agenda, that Central America become drug-free. Our countries

must not be tainted by drug production and trafficking.

We have given our total support to President Virgilio Barco Vargas of

Colorrb ia, to whan, in a letter wri tten on behal f of the people of Cos ta Rica ! have

said~

"When one is faced with such a di fficul t and crucial challenge, one cannot

canpromise. There can be no agreement with those who threaten everyooe Cl'\d

everything with savage violence and disrespect our most sacred values.

In terna tienal solidari ty is a categorical impera tive. We cannot become

accomplioes t with a minute of silence or a minute of fear. You must triumph -

for the greatness of your people and the dignity of the Americas."

I repeat here that in the noble struggle of President Barco Vargas, each and every

ene of us is a foot soldier.

I z;'all never tire of repeating that the alliance for freedom and democracy in

the Americas, for which I called en the day I took office as President of Costa

Rica, is our only hope for a lasting peace and strengthening of the foundations of

economic development. There are still authoritarian Governments in ratin America,

however, and that threatens our coexistence.

In Palama, our neighbor and sister nation, the path of oppression has also

become the road of impover ishment~ The sooner the Panaman ians theneelves can solve
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their problems through free elections, the lesser will be the tragedy that people

endures. In Panama, principles of the supranational courses of the new world

agenda have been v iola od - principles that protect human ri ghts and support

democracy, that combat corruption and circumscr ibe freedoms.

The mandate of my people is to support the moral force of which the people of

Costa Rica are proud in international ,affair s also. We therefore denounce violence

and "lork for peace. we denounce dictatorship and work for denocracy. We denounce

corruption and work for honesty. At the beginning of my presidency, I broke

diplomatic relations with the Government of South Africa because we cannot sustain

a dialogue with those who are capalble of segregating their brothers because of the

colour of their sk in. We have wi thdrawn our Ambasoador to Panama for as long as

the path of liberty and democracy for all Panamanians is not respected.

International poli tics must not fall prey to cynicism. 'Ib sta te publicly ti.~e

intention to pursue a certain course of action and then privately to push in th~

opposi te direction is often the destructive practice of strong and respected

Governmerlts as well as of small nations. This behaviour undermines the trust we

wish to build and we must fight it, forcing international political forums to he

accoun table to the people.

The will of the majority is beginning to prevail. Dialogue has regained its

strength as a way to find solutions to the most. difficult conflicts that conft'ont

us. The best pcoof of this is the united Nations, which in recent years has again

begl.l'l to shine as a centre of international diplomacy and whose voice increasingly

has the authority ef the majority who break the chains which bound it to the

extremes of power. Poll tics cannot consist of manipula ting our fears, nor of the

art of exaggerating our differences\ we can respect it only when its purpose is to

achieve hmrmony.
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Nothin,gcould be more advantageous for mankind than reading history t.ogether.

Let us attain justice by sharing the errors of the past and by working with

confi dence towards solu tions wi th in the framework of a new agenda for peace and

developnent. The time has come to pay with interest for yesterday's errors and

failures so that the sincere co-operation we need nay arise, so that a common

agenda may become a reality. There is an ecological debt that the developed world

has toward future gEmerations. Perhaps we should offset it with the financial debt

of the third world. There is a social debt that is reflected in the poverty of

mill ions. Perhaps we should 0 ffset it by open ing and free ing the markets.

Once world peace has been secured, a greater effort must be made to attain

harmony in two respects ~ ecological balance and equi table developmel'i\t for na tions

and peoples. As with so many things in .life, it is easier to Share ideals than to

reach them. We have different ways of determining how ecological imbalances and

injustices have come about. Through dialoguef we can find agreement.

Acid rain damages rela tions among the industr ialized countries, but the lack

of dr inking water for millions of men, women and children is perhaps an even

greater challenge. We are justifiably concerned about the possible consequences of

the gradual global warming of the Farth. We know that one answer is massive

reforestation of the tropical countries. The destruction of the ozone layer

creates new risks for new forms of life on the planet. The technologies needed to

face these challenges are based on patents so expensive they are unaffordable in

our countries. We know that the extinction of different biological. species must be

stopped, and therefore certa in practices that exist in our countries must be

changed. We must also penal ize the improper use of certa in products by the

developed countries. It is necessary to stop the loss of the forests, but soil

erosion must not be neglected either.
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Fach time we are dist'espectful of na ture, we are pointing a deadly wMpon at

our children. Ib one must il'Jlpose his solution on others, but to~ther we can finrl

a way that respects the goal that we pursue and is suited to what each of us can

do. The economic crisis and the environmental threat are now part and parcel of

the same problem. The economics of waste in the North and the economics of

survival in the South are mor models for developnent. It is new time to construct

a new harmony, to aim again at achieving well-being for every people and equitable

developnent with justice and appropriate CDt'lservation of nature.

\'ben 1 came here for the first time, which seems so 10n9 ago now because of

all the th lngs that have happened since, t enthus ias tically said that I proposed to

come back here wi thin four years, when my presidential term of office had ended, to

tell j'Ou that together we had brought peace to Central P.merica and that

shanty-towns had become a thing of the past. Today 1 an. here to tell you tha t

shanty-towns still exist in ~ country. We have built mor~ housing than ever

be fore t nudl more than I promised in my electoral campaign. We h,;we la.unched a

crusade that no Government will ever be able to reverse in the future. But the

shanty-towns still exist, as does the child abandoned in the street. We have

extended peace, but the threat of war persists, and brothers are still killing each

other in the corners of my little America.
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Mr. Oscar Arias Sanchez, President of the RepUblic of Costa Rica, was escorted

There is no end to the struqgle for ju~tice and peace. It does not know a

Mr. BARRIOS TASSANO (Uruguay) (interpretation from Spanish): During the

single day of rest. Some short-sighted people b~lieve t~~t the efforts to

AGENDA ITEM 9 (continued)

eliminate the $lums in my country could ~ave been more effective if we had not

the successes we have attained would not have been possible without your help. You

their heads held high.

fought for peace. I thank God and Costa Rica that we never fell into that selfish

mercy. I leave with the joy of knowing that peace i~ closer at hand and with the

The PRESIDENT: On behalf ef the General Assemhly, I wish to thank the

As I said to you at the beginning of my statement, I came to thank you because

from t.he General Assemhly ~.

are giving a human face to a world that unt1l recently had no face and knew no

to respect and to enforce respect domestically for all human rights as guaranteed

way of thinking. My people can look hac~ at the history of the last few years with

confidence of knowing that the slums which still dark~n the horizon in my country

will disappear. I will nl~ays continue to he a Costa Rica~ at the service of these

uruguay had resumed its traditional path of political democracy, and was determined

by the Constitution of the Repuhlic, and further announced his firm resolve to

caUSes and your ally in these st~uggles the world over.

dehate at the fortieth session of the General Assemhly four years ago,

President of the Repuhlic of Costa Rica for the important statement he has just

President Sanguinetti announced to the world community from this very rostrum that
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resuma active participation on the global stage of international relations in the

pursuit of ~ace, universal respect for human rights and the equality of all

na.tions, based on resp:;?ct for national sovere:ignty and non'-intetvention in the

intert):~ affa its of other States.

Six month s pr ior to the concl us ion of Pres ide n t Sangu inetti es consti tu tional

term, ! have the honour to mount the same ros trum to announce to th 1s in terna tional

community that today those intentions have been fully realized.

Indeed, wi thin a few weeks, elections will be held in Uruguay to elect all the

authorities who will be responsible for the destiny of the country for the next

five years. This fact, commonplace in the political tradition of a demcratic

country, is particularly significant in our case, since it represents the

culmina Hon of a periOd of delTOcra tic recovery during which full respect for the

COnstitution has been restored) all individual rights have been scrupulously

observed, and na tional reconcil ia tion h as been a ch ieved, in ter al ia by a gener al

amnesty ratified by popular mandate. Law and justice have been restored, and the

country has been rescued from a decUn ing economic si tua tion through the vigorous

revitalization of the external sector and the application of stabilizing policies

which have allowed reasonable product growth, a decrease in unemployment and an

increase in real earnings.

On the inter national fr ont, Ur uguay h as hOnour ed all its COJmli tments,

inclUding those of a financial nature which entailed - then cnd today -

considerable sacrifices. It has actively contributed, at times beyond the power of

its political weight and its naterial resources, to efforts ained at reinforcing

international peace, secur ity and co~peration. It has embarked upon a firm policy

of regional and subregional integration and participates act.ively with other

democracies in the hemisphere to co~rdinate positions in order to satisfy our
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common interests. In short, the Government of Uruguay is acting Q'l the

international scene, s.ecure in the moral and pol itica1 authority it der ives from

the right to represent a free, denDcra tic, stable ald peace-1ov ing society.

This tasK of democratic consolidation has been successful but also extremely

difficult.

As President Sangu inetti said to this Assembly in 1985:

"DenDcracy is Cl fragile flower) ••• it only grows cnd survives in the

right soil and the right climate. A genuine democracy based on respect for

the individual <l\d Q'\ the per iodical, free ad-vice of the people can be

preserved only within an economic context that allows its citizens to provide

for their basic Its ter ial cnd spid tual needs. '" l'hen th is condi tion is not

fUlfilled, and poverty and unemployment prevail, violence emerges and is

unleashed, the sowers of disorder take advMtage of the fertile soil, the

fabric of society disintegrates and, in the international sphere, political

loyal ties become erra tic." (A/40/PV.6, p. 12)

Indeed, democracy is never Hmi ted to a p.1rely pol itical dimension, nor is it

a sufficient cmdi tiQl to ensure freedom for all the: people.

The eoonomic and social oomp:>nent of a democratic society is what ultimately

determines its feasibility cnd stabUity. It is for this reaSQl that the question

posed by the Fbreign Ministers of the Group of 8 when consider ing the problem of

foreign debt is a 'Jalid one today: How nueh poverty CCIl freecbm wi thstcnd?
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Like dellPcracy in other la tin American coun tr ies and other regions of the

world, democracy in Uruquay has been constantly threatened by a severe economic

crisis unprecedented in its history.

We are aware - and this is always worth repeating - of our share of

responsibility in the task of overcoming the crisis and prolOOting development and

economic gra-lth. We know that that is possible only through our own efforts,

through the formulation and application of our own policies and, particularly,

through our own sacr ifices. But we are also aware that, despi te the social and

poll tical cost of these adjustment processes, the expected benefi ts will not be

obtained without greater participation and commitment by the industrialized

countries, particularly in the areas of international finance and trade.

The issue of underdevelopnent, therefore, remains the major world problem

faced by mankind. The growth achieved by a few Asian countries cannot hide the

fact that there has been significant regression in the social indicators of many

countries in taU'l Am:~rica and Africa. That bears eloquent testimony to the

seriousness of the situation and the political risk to their governing

institutions, and consequently to world peace.

The vast foreign debt which weighs so heavily on many of our countr ies has

reversed the flow of financial resources, which now runs fran South to North. The

task of turning the tide cannot be delayed, since this debt is paralysing all our

efforts to achieve economic development and denocratic stabili ty.

It is encouraging to note that creditor countries have now accepted the

principle of shared responsibility in the foreign-debt problem, and have agreed

that this problem is not simply financial but also political and social. It is

also noteworthy and encouraging that creditor Governments appear willing to

consider formulas to help the oonstrained eoonomies of debtor nations.
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In this respect, the agreement between Mexico and its international bank

cred1to~s has set a precedent regarding the feasibility of the Brady Ptilosophy and

has aroused legitimate hopes and expectations in the rest of the debtor nations.

Wi thout a pragmatic approach to the debt problem there \1'111 be no developnent

and no economic growth, without these prerequisites it will be very difficult to

continue to believe in democracy, and without democracy world stability and peace

will be very hard to maintain.

What we need today is a revolutionary change in our ideas and policies with

respect to international economics, ul timate1y leading to the formulation of a new

developnent strategy. The starting point of that strategy should be recognition of

the interdependence of all States, whatever their size or economic or military

power) and the objective should be to ensure that this interdependence is viewed as

guaranteeing greater predictability and stability in world trade and economic

relations and a more just distr ibution of the benefits.

This new international strategy for development should be dynamic, flexible

and, above all, concrete and precise in the formulation of measures designed to

fight poverty, to eliminate protectionism and discrimination in international

trade, and to facilitate access by all developing countries to technolow and to

the financial and economic markets of industrialized nations.

The environmental dimension should be an essential ingredient in the new

international development strategy. The deterioration of the environment has

become a matter of concern to the entire international oonmunity and there is no

doubt it will continue to be a matter of concern in the years to come.

There can be no l:7oubt that the environment must. be Ptoteeted and that each

State must assume responsibility and take action in this respect for its own

well-being and for that of other peoples of the world. But it is also true that
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the correct solutiat to the problem requires sincere and broad international

co-operation to ensure that the cost of protecting the environment is not borne by

m1ya few countries which are still struggling for: full development of their

unexploited natural resoorces. In no case - and this is more important still -

should protection of the environment become a new form of condi tionality t;o which

the sovereign decisions of countries still requiring international co""Operation for

their development would be subordinated.

In summary, Uruguay is oonscious of the urgent need to protect the

environment) but we are also aware that this is a task requiring the participation

and efforts of the entire international community and that it should be carried out

in a way canpatible with the national sovereignty of all nations.

However, the implementation of a developnent policy that guarantees both the

protection of the environment and the rational use of na tural reSOurces requ ires

the provision of financial resources and appropriate technologies not a,va:i.la::>le to

all the countries in the world.

As we stated last year and repeat today; the technological dependence of the

developing countr ies is not only a factor inhibi ting their economic development,

but also as a serious threat to their political sovereignty as that posed by

foreign aggression.

The cost of transferring financial. and technological resources to developing

countries represents barely a marginal fraction of the foods used by the

super-Powers in the arms race, for which they invoke reasons of national security.

They forget that reasons of national survival would make it m<l1datory for them to

allocate more than a marginal fraction of that overall expenditure to the transfer

of resources and technology to developing countries, thereby facilitating their
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participatioo in the commoo task of protecting both world peace cnd the quality of

the environment.

In dealing with the q1lestion of the environment, the international oommunity

must resort to the basic mechanism of co-operation between nations because we are

faced with a common danger, affecting us all, and there is no political system or

degree of development or military Power than can give any State the slightest

immunity against it.

Unfbrtunately, it is not only dangers to the environment that indiscriminately

affect all na tions and peoples. There are other reasons forcing l.t; to resort to

and develop the mechan isms of global sol idar i ty and co-oper ation. Ter rorism and

drug trafficking, which at times appear to be complementary phenomena, continue to

wreak destruction and havoc, despi te the universal revuls ion they arouse.

Uruguay Wlequivocally coodemns terrorism. For us, any terrorist act is

inhuman and cruel, violates the most sacred human rights and reveals the basest and

most destructive feelings of m;m. There is no purpose, no cause, no issue, however

noble, that can justify the commission of a terrorist act. For that reason,

Uruguay will contribute, without qualifica tions based on motives or purposes, to

efforts directed at establishing new legal measures and at strengthening existing

ooes providing for the eradication of this scourge from the face of the earth.
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With respect to drug trafficking, we are concerned at the rate at which it has

expanded and at the vast power behind it, but at the same time we are encouraged to

see that the governments of consumer nations have become aware of their

responsibilities and that producer nations have shouldered the risks involved in an

open war against drug traffickers. In this connection, it is my duty, and my

pleasure, to express to the tbvernment of President Vir<;i.lio Barco Vargas and to

the poaople of Colonbia the solidarity of the Government of Uruguay in respect of

recent events in our sister Republic, and our aaniration for the courage with 1I1hich

C010nbians are tackling this problem.

The political cl imate that nOll prevails is perhaps the most propi tious in four

decades for the successful ini tia tion and implementa tion of undertakings

ne~.essitating the willingness of G:>vernments to CD-operate with each other.

Ideological dogmatism and political inflexibility appear to be losing ground in the

face of realism and conunon sense. OVer the last few months, we have errbarked on a

new era of dialogue and collaboration, which has translated into a cessation of

hostilities, the reaching of agreements, and the establishment of contacts and

channels of communication. All of this has led to the solution, or imminent

solution, of several regional oonfl icts.

The cessation of hostilities between Iran and Iraq) the withdrawal of foreign

troops fran Afghanistan that has already taken placel the recent efforts to

normalize the situation in Kampucheal the Decenber 1988 agreements on southern

Africa and the beginning of the self-determination process in Namibialthe

agreements on New Caledonial the rontacts ooncerning Western Sahara; the new surge

in the Central American peace process following the reg 10nal presiden tial summit

last August) and the promising ,esumption of dialogue between Argentina and the
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United Kingdom with a view to settling their differences directly - these are

manifestations of this desire for peace, and proof of the starility and futility of

confrontation, intolerance and misguided nationalism.

This new spirit is evident also in the changes introduced by numerous

countries in the principles and objectives of their domestic policies, which have

led them to greater openness, both internally and externally, thereby strengthening

the prospects for international Pe:1ce and co-operation. 1 am referring to

political evolution on the domestic front in the SOviet Union and other Eastern

European countries, as well as to the steps taken towards denocracy by the last

authoritarian regimes in SOuth America, which are evidence of a less dogmatic

political vision that, fortunately, appears to be spreading in almost all regions

of the world.

However, there remain areas in which the voices of peace go unheeded, First,

the human-rights situation in the. world is still far from satisfactory. The

international oommunity knCMS that the important progress made in the political

field will rema in precar ious while vast sectors of the world's peoples are unable

fully to enjoy their human rights.

There can be no doubt whatsoever that no progress - whether economic, social,

poH tical or moral - will have a firm foundation so long as any vestiges of racism

and racial discr iJ'l\ination remain, and in particular ~ile practices such as

apartheid continue. South Africa's persistence in disregarding the resolutions of

tiH United Nations will not stifle the persistence of the rest of the world in

reclaiming for that country the full force of the equality and dignity of the human

race.

The work of the United Nations in developing human rights and establishing the

means of guaranteeing respect for them must continue, ",1 th the support of the
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internaticnal community. A very important step has been taken with the drafting of

the convention on the rights of the child, which we trust will soon become, for

every State, the appropriate ethical ar.d legal framework for improving the status

of Children.

The Middle East confl iet continues to threaten world peace and to oost the

parties involved a high price in human life and in moral cnd material damage.

Nevettheless, signals are beginning to oome from both sides - signals that are

helping to generate the climate necessary for a negotiated solution. For Israel,

this would mean lasting peace within safe borders, and, for the Palestinians, the

possibility of exercising freely their right to self-determination.

In this region, we are also particularly concerned about the tragic situation

in Lebanon - a country with which we have many links, and whose long-suffering

people are the victims of an unjust and senseless war, with the resulting death and

devastation with which we are all too familiar.

Uruguay has raised its voice in the past, and does so again, to call on all

the parties involved to intensi fy their efforts to achieve a final soluticn to the

conflict. This implies the withdrawal of foreign troops from Lebanese territory

and the harmonizatioo, by denocratic means, of domestic differences. In this

regard, we wish every success for the mediation undertaken by several heads of

State of the League of Arab States. We trust that the pursuit of peace in Lebanon

will succeed and that this country will once again be as prosperous and peaceful as

it once was.

These prOblems, as well as other situations that threaten peace, are this

year, as in previolS years, difficult challenges to which t.:he General Assembly

should respond by trying to reconcile the specific interests of each nation with
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the general interests of the international community. ~ie are aware that this is a

task fraught with difficulties, but at the same time we are encouraged because we

know, Mr. President, that under your enlightened and expert direction, we shall

achieve the desired results.

I should like to mnclude by expressing our siElcere congratulations to

Mr. Dante Caputo on his intelligent and effective presidency of the General

Asserrbly at its forty-third session, and also to the Secretary-General, whose

dynamism, tact and commitment have strerlgthened the role of his office within the

Organization and have been an essential factor in enhancing its prestige through

his successful intervention in the peaceful solution of a number of regional

confl iets.
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Mr. President, it gives ne great pleasure to congratulate you at your electim to

the presidency of this forty-fourth session of the General Assembly, particularly,

as your country, Nigeria, cnd mine, Syria, enjoy long-standing relations of

friendship, and both are members of the Non-Aligned Countries, in which our two

countries are uni ted in the common struggle against colon ialism and all forms of

racism.

I should also like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation for

the success achieved by your predecessor, Mr. Dmte caputc, in guiding the work of

the forty-third session of the General Assell'bly. I wish his country, Argentina,

progress CI'ld prosperity in the future.

It is natural for feelings of optimism to prevail in most of the statements

delivered so far in this historic fOlum as a reflection of the improvenent in the

international climate, and of the mmu~ the world has taken, following years of

confrattation, tension CI'ld cold war, to a new [ilase of detente, dialogue and

co -operation.

There is no doubt that th is change in the cl imate of international relations

would not have taken place wi thout the signi ficant Soviet-United Sta tes dialogue

and the agreements and initiatives that dialogue has led to in the field of

disarmament, par ticularly wi th regard to nuclear CI'ld chemical weapons. These are

indeed impor tant steps on a long road, and the peoples of the war ld hope that this

will not be a dead-end read. The gravest danger is essentially the actual presence

of weapons of mass destruction, not merely their numbers. The maintenance of any

arsenals of these destructive weapons, however Hmi ted, will always be a terd fying

nighcnare for humanity as a whole.
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The peoples of the wor Id fur ther expeet that th is process will not be

selective and limi ted only to one type of weapons of mass destruction, because no

me can claim that there are clean weapons of mass destruction and dirty weapons of

mass destruction. All nuclear and chemical weapons are undoubtedly both

destructive and dirty. Indeed, those weapons had been used by man agai.\st man in

the past, oaus 1n9 inca lc.-.J=!ble suffer in9. What then would be the consequences of

the use of such weapons of mass destruction in the future, with their more

soFbisticate1 aevelopnents?

Proceeding from our firm conviction that all States of the world should

par ticipate in the process of eliminating and prohibi ting all kinds of weapons of

mass destruction, the Syr ian Arab Republic calls for the establishment of a zone

free of all weapons of mass destruction, whether nuclear, chemical or biological,

in the Middle East region. We believe that the United Nations provides the

appropr iate framework for the achievement of such an objective.

Although some years have elapsed since the beginning of the improvement in t.he

atmosphere of international relations, a development wich has had a posi tive

effect on regional disputes throughout the world, the Arab-Israeli conflict is

continuing to take a different course. It is a conflict developing in an

atmosphere of tension and confrontation. The reason is cle.:lr and does not require

lengthy explanation. The rulers of Israel, with their Zionist cbctrine, which is

unmatched in fanaticism and fundamentalism, continue to live in another age,

although they possess the most advanced means, the latest equipment, particularly

in the field of armaments.

Those rulers continue to rely on m¥ths and illusions to justifY the

realization of their final objective of establishing the greater Israel from the
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NUe to the Fuphrates. This is an objective which they cb not, atd, indeed. cannot

conceal.. We all recall how furious the Israeli rulers were with their American

ft iends v.en they advised them to renounce their dream of a Grea ter Israel.

When they fa U to amvince their closest allies of their false claims, the

rulers of Israel resort - as Momo Arens did in his statement. to the General

Assenbly last week - to documents and promises that 90 back to oolonial times, to

records kept in the archives of the League of Nations to justify their cQ'\tinued

oc:c:upati.on of t.he West Bank and Gaza. At the same time they fla-3rantly ignore the

Charter of the United Nations and the resolutions of the thited Nations which call

upon Israel to withCkaw from the occupied Arab ten! tor ies and call for the

recognition of the inalienable national rights of the Arab Palestinial people.

The problem facing the peace process in the Middle Fast 1.5 not merely the

dilemma of the dreams of Israel. it is a problem of Israeli pnctices also. The

rulers of Israel keep on reminding the world every day of the Nazi crimes against

the Jews, a1 though those crimes cane to an end when the Second World War was over,

4S years ago. Yet, at the same time, they continue to perpetrate crimes against

the Arabs, crimes .micil have gone Q"l to this very day, and to .mich we do not see

an end in the near future.

The rulers of Israel are attempting to maintain the so-called purity of the

Jewish State Md yet at the sanle th'le they pers ist in con tinu ing their OCCUpa ti()lfi

of Arab lands. This has placed them in a state of continl!ous confrontation in

their attempt to clear the lald of its people. and has led them to carry out

practices even more heinous than the racist practices of apartheid South Afr iea.

It is a contradictioo in term for the Israelis to protest against the General
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\Ssembly resolution which equated zionism with racism while the rulers of Israel

hernselves confirm the validity and credibility of this resolution by their

epress ive measures aga inst the Ar ab popula tion in the occupied terri tor ies.

The Israel~s do not want peace because they want both peace and the land.

his they cannot achieve. Any initiative within this framework of Israeli conoepts

annot succeed. The heroic Palestinian intifadah, the brave resistance in southern

ebanon, the steadfastness of our people in the occupied Syr ian Golan, were all,

'rst and foremost, a revolt against these very concepts.
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Peace cannot be achieved wi thout a full Israeli wi thdra\..'al from all the

occupied Arab territories and without the safe9uarding of the inalienable national

rights of the Arab Palestinian people, including its right to self-determination

and to establish its own State in Palestine, in accordance with United Nations

resolutions.

The Syrian Arab Republic believes that the appropriate framework in which to

achieve a just and canprehensive settlement in the Middle East is an international

conference, convened under United 1'6 tions auspices, wit.'1 the participa tion of all

the par ties concerned, including the Pales tine Lib~raUon Organiza tion.

In the per iod between September 1988 and september this year Lebanon witnessed

the worst chapter in the history of its civil war~ TodaYg as the artillery has

fallen silent, as the Iebanese are emarging from their shelters, as the evacuees

are returning hOIre, as dialogue has started between the Lebanese members of

Parliament, and as g~nuine stands can be distinguished from false ones, it may not

seem as pressing as it once was to talk about Lebanon in detail.

However, events during that period in the brotherly country of Lebanon - the

killing, destruction and homelessness, accc:npanied by a most misleading mass nedia

campaign - are not simple matters that can be ignored or forgotten. That is

particularly so since the plot was not directed only at Lebanon and the unity of

its people and territory~ it was also aimed at I.=Utting pressure on Syria and all

that Syria represents, but Syria stood staunch and steadfast in the face of the

greedy Israeli designs. The plot was also aimed at drawing a thick veil over the

Palestinian intifadah and the aspirations for liberation and independence t:.'1at it

represents.

Thus the plot was not as small as its instrument in East Beirut, nor was it

such as was delibera tely por trayed to many people all ovelt the world. le. ther, we
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can say without any hesitatim that what that distor.ted picture was intended to

establish was only part of a larger scenar io for the plot, whose major

perpetrators, both regionally cnd interna tionally, tried not to appear openly on

the stage where the events were played out.

Certain countries devoted th~mselves to guiding those events. Many capitals

were lOObilb:ed to escalate them~ huge amounts of weapons and ammuni tion were

shipped to keep the fires blazing; secret contacts were ma~ to follGol up the

events; warships and fleets were moved and manoeuvred; prayer meetings were held ~

and the Security Council was convened more than once to contain the events.

Those ~o designed the events tried to turn the facts upside down, in an

attempt to achieve their goals. In that they were abetted by organized campaigns

of misinformation Q'l the international level. Hence, from their distorted

perspective, the chief of a minority military G:Jvernment in East Beirut was made to

be seen as if he had become the Presi dent of the whole of Lebanon. Th us they

totally ignored the lebanese Parliament and the Prime Minister of the national

Government in West Beirut, which represents the overwhelming majority of the

Lebanese people, Muslims and Christians alike.

Then they invoked that false claim in order to portray the problem as if it

were a problem between Syria and lebanon, and not, as it really is, between a

minority of Lebanese, who had maintained a monopoly over power under the

constitution laid down by the French Mandate authorities in 1926, and the majority

of Lebanese, who are demanding poli tical and consti tutional reforms in order to

guarantee the equality of all Lebanese ci tizens.

~ the basis of those fallacies the perpetrators of the events then made

another desperate attempt to claim that the Syr ian presence in Lebanon was

illegal. By so doing, they aimed to attain three goals at the salOO times first,
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to cover up the illegality of the minority military Government; secondly, to avoid

meeting the just demands of the Iebanese majority for reforms and equality; and,

thirdly, to justify the continuation of the Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon.

At any rate, the recent statement by the Tripartite Committee of the Arab

Heads of State was a posi tive turning point in \:he dangerou; course of events tha t

Lebanon has witnessed since September last year. That statement called for a

cease-fire, the li fting of the blockades and the forma tion of a Lebanese securi ty

committee to monitor the cease-fire and to inspect ships in order to prevent

shipments of arms and supplies to any party. That is exactly what Syria has been

calling on all the Iebanese parties to accept ever since the outbreak of the bloody

events in Lebanon, because we believe that those elements cons ti tute the 001y right

way to begin dialogue between the Iebanese parties and to bring about a political

solu tioo to the Lebanese er i.s is •

Syr ia promptly endorsed the Conuni ttee 's statement. It also stressed its

support for the Committee's efforts to implement t.'le resolution on Lebanon aoopted

by the Arab summit at Casablanca and affirmed its conunitment to help the Ieba."\ese

government eventually formed at the outcome of national reconciliaticn to extend

its authority over the whole of the Iebanese territory. In so doing it was

rootivated by the distinct Syrian-Lebanese relationship, which draws its strength

from the roots of kinship, history and common strategic interests.

Syr ia welcomes the beg inn ing 0 f implemen ta tion of the tIni ted Na tions pI an for

Namibia's independence. We hope that the plan will be fully implemented and that

elections will take place next month, as scheduled, wi thout in timida tion, threats

or interference, so that the people of Namibia will be enabled to achieve

independence cnd sovereignty over the whole of its territory, cnd to become masters
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of their destiny under the leadership of the SOuth West Africa People's

Or ganiz ation •

HOfIever, we must not forget the disgraceful racist regime, which the

international community has coodemned and whose practices it has deerred a crime

against humanity. Ther.e should be an intensification of international efforts to

isolate the Pretor ia regime CIld to support the black majority, so that it nay be

enabled to eradicate the racist rd'gime and realize the national aspirations of the

people of South Africa, for freedom ald equality.
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With regard to the situation in Afghanistan we believe that there is a need to

adhere faithfully and accurately to the terms of the Ceneva J\greements without any

interference or intervention in the internal affairs of Afghanistan, to preserve of

its territorial integrity and non-aligned status, and to establish a government of

national reconciliation which would represent all segments of the Afghan people.

Syria, which enjoys historic relations of friendship with Cyprus, expresses

its hope that the ongoing contacts between the Greek and Turkish communities will

lead to a comprehensive settlement of the question of cyprus based on relevant

United Nations resolutions. In this respect, Syria supports the efforts of the

United Nations Secretary-General aimed at finding a solution to this problem.

We wish once again to renew our support for the efforts made by the Oetl'Ocratic

People's Republic of Korea peacefully to reunite the Korean peninsula through

negotia tions and for the establ ishment of a zone free of nuclea:c weapons in the

Korean peninsula.

International eoonomic relations continue to be based on unjust and unbalanced

foundations and therefore these relations will need to be reshaped and restructured

in order to create a new economic order that would help to achieve balanced social

and economic growth in the world. The special sess ion of the General Assembly to

be convened in ~ril 1990 and devoted to inter~ational economic co-operation takes

on particular importance as rega ", the solutions to basic problems that stand in

the way of growth in developing countries, foremost among which are problems of

external debt, financial and monetary problems, international trade, the prices of

raw materials in developing countries, problems of a scientific and technological

order and probler's of nutrition, agriculture and environment.
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In this respect it is worth mention ing that the poli tical improvement in the

international climate and in international relations does not necessarily

constitute a parallel factor in improving international economic relations,

particularly vis-a-vis the developing countries.

The policy of self-reI iance and the encouragement of Sou th-SOu th co-opera tion

are two basic prerequisites for the improvement of the economies of developing

countries and encouraging industrial countries to start a serious dialogue on an

equal footing between N::lrth and South because it is in the vital interests of all

the peoples of the world.

Following the improvement in the international climate the peoples of the

world look to this international forum as a place in which to find effective

solutions to the oomplicated problems from which they suffer, whether those

problems result from aggress ion and oppress ion or from poverty and environmental

pollution. These aspirations are not easy to achieve although they remain

legi timate and atta inable provided good intentions and poli tical will preva 11 among

us all.

Mr. M!ADmQV (Bulgar ia) (interpretation from Russian): I have the honour

to congratulate you, Sir, the representative of friendly Nigeria, upoo your

election as Presi&nt of the General Assenbly at its forty-fourth session and to

wish you every success in your responsible task. I should also like to thank

Mr. Dante Caputo, the President of the forty-third session, for his contribution to

its successful work.

The world is entering a new stage of its developnent. The recogn ition of

universal humcrl interests has the effect:. of bringing closer together foreign policy
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criteria and values. I will permit myself the liberty of quoting from a statement

by the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar:

"We will soon be entering a new decade. This, of course, means little by

itself but not many decades can have opened at truly historic points. The

present is such a point. There is a ubiquitous desire to turn over a new

lea f, to try innovative approaches for the solution of old problems ••• it is

the combat against the causes of conflict, the struggle against economic

inequities, and social evils and the degradation of the environment that must

evoke all the courage Md determination of battle." (A/44/l, p. 28)*

In our changing world the sessions of the General Assembly of the United

Nations are increasingly becoming key events in international affairs. The

political pulse of our planet, the positive trends in the international arena, can

truly be sensed in the broad spectrum of ideas put forward from this rostrum. The

statements of President Bush and Fbreign Minister Shevardnadze are striking proof

of the consolidation of peaceful coexistence, of the fact that confrontation is

going out of fashion, and of the fact that positive dialogue is becoming a real

factor in poli tics. We warmly welcome the new ini tia tives Cl\d proposals of the two

great Powers and the agreement reached to hold a new Soviet-American summit meeting.

The objective laws of social development are crea ting a new understanding of

the dialectics of the national and the international in international affairs.

Among the factors of decis ive signi ficance for the ch anges that have occurred or

are expected to occur, I would like particularly to highlight the realization that

violence and hostility are futile and the banishing of the stereotypes of rivalrY

and confrontation. Capitalism and socialism are no longer regarded as

* Mr. Al-Anbari (Iraq), Vice-President, took the C~.,Jir.
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irreconcilable opposi tes. The ~res troika that is under way in the Soviet Un ion

and other socialist countries is generating new political thinking in response to

the new historical circumstances.

In fact, the sear-ch for new and innovative solutions to world problems is now

tak ing place in all corners of the world and at all levels.

Bulgaria is a small country, not one of those which set the pace of world

development. However, very profound tr ansforna tions are tak ing place in our

country in keepi:lg with the new spir it in relations among States and peoples. I

refer here to the changes designed to enhance the role of the individual in

society, the radical changes in condi tions of eoonomic activity, the comprehensive

strengthen ing of the legal founda tions of the Sta te and the del10cra tiza tion 0 f all

spheres of public life.
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We are aware that this is vital not only to the stability and well-being of

the people, but also to our full-blooded interaction with the rest of the world, to

Bulgaria's place in the community of states ald peoples.

The Bulgar ian Parliament recently adopted a nurrber of significant amendments

to legislation guaranteeing the right of every Bulgar ial to travel freely, stay

abroad and return to the country. A decision has also been taken requir in9 the

respective administrative, economic and other institutions to continue, as in the

past, to take the necessary measures for the str ict observance of the Constitution

and those laws of the lald that guar altee the freedom of conscience ald belief of

all citizens and of their customs and rites, for enhancing the national role and

functions of the Bulgar ian language as the language of Sta te CI1d for toler ance and

respect for the free use of var ious dialects and languages in everyday

communica tions between people. A step in that direction is the measures acbpted in

respect to health care that facilitate the performance of the rites of the

foll,~.,,,,,cs of Islam and Judaism. That fully correspends to the generally accepted

international norms, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the Vienna

(,.-ommi tments •

The restructuring of international relations on the principles of common sense

and uni",ersal human interests depends above all en the international community's

ability to eliminate the threat to its own destruction.

The essence of the problem lies in the demili tar iza Hon of poli tical

thinking. We believe that the time has come to abandon the mOcEl of

military-strategic deterrence and to aoopt one based on a comprehensive approach to

the problems of peace and security. I should like to emPlasize that the txestige

and rrechanisms of the United Nations can play a'l invaluable part in the creation of

that model.
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We are convinced of the need for the canplete elimination of all nuclear

armaments, as proposed by Mikhail Gorbachev in January 1986. We are also convinced

of the need to reduce conventiooal weapons to the limits of reasonable

sufficiency. All States must make a concerted effort to attain that goal. Aware

of that necessity, Bulgaria, together with its allies, has tDldertaken unilateral

reductions of its armed forces and military spending. We believe that this is a

constructive contribution on our part.

We are phased with the reports that progress has been made in the talks on an

agreement to reduce arsenals of strategic offensive weapons by 50 per cent. It is

becoming increasingly clear that restraint is required in order to achieve progress

in disarmament. It is also becoming obvious that plans for the ooderniza tion,

developnent and deployment of new systems and types of nuclear and space weapons

need to be reassessed.

I should like to stress once again that the halting of the arms race and

especially of the nuclear arms race should become the concern and responsibili ty of

all mankind. That is why we should not regard bilateral negotiations as an

alternative to multilateral efforts in that field.

The Charter of the United Nations encourages regional measures for

strengthening peace and security. The discussion on the question of

nuclear-weapon-free zones has been going on for quite some time. Bulgaria is

working actively to that end. 'lbgether with other neighbouring States, it has put

forward concrete intitiatives concerning the implementation of that idea on the

Balkan peninsula.

The world is closely approaching the completion of one of the top-priority

tasks related to diminishing the threat of war. The Paris Conference of

January 1989 demonstrated the existence of a broad international oonsensus on the
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prohibi tion and elimina tien of chemical weapons. We tr ust that the readiness

expressed by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of

America to ini tiate subs tan Ual chemical weapons reductions will accelera te the

GeM!t~a mul tilateral nego tia tions.

Reducing conventional forces and 1 imi ting and eliminating tactical nuclear

weapons in Europe would be a significant step towards security at a lower level of

military confrontation. At the present Vienna negotiations, in contrast to the

recent past, both the East ald the West are listening carefully to each other,

raising hopes for spaedy progress.

Although it is too early to judge when the ooncrete results will rome, we can

safely say that things have already changed for the better. In Europe, where the

competition between the two military alliances has left the most substantial

traces, a new consciousness is now tak ing shape. The common European home is

already regarded as an atta inable goal. The Vienrla Conference, the london

Infornation Forum, and the Paris Conference Q'1 the Human Dimension are all

important landmar ks on the road to that 9Oa1. Bulgar ia is determined to continue

to make its own constructive contributioo to the strengthening of the European

process.

Positive changes can be seen at the regional lel1el. The chain reaction of

efforts to resolve conflict situations has encompassed nearly all hot-beds of

tension. The preference given to peaceful approaches is to a large degree

determined by the search for a balance of interests Q'1 the bas is of realism and

compromise. The Belgrade Conference of the ftbvement of Non-Aligned Countr ies

demonstrated the search for new and more efficient ways to achieve stabilization,

peace and progress. There is a growing conviction that non-confrontationa1

solutions can be found to even the most canplex problems.
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We are Ql the eve of the proclanation of Namibia's independence. That is a

most outstanding success in the decolonization process of recent years.

However, the peace-mak ing process has not yet become i.rreversible. Civ il ian

population centres in Afghanistan continue to come under missile attacks. The

Palestinian people remains deprived of its right to its own State, and the

occupation of Arab territories persists. There is no end t(} the fratt'icidal war in

Lebanon. The spectres of genocide in Cambodia a1d of apartheid in southern Africa

continue to stalk. The regional peace process in Central Amer iea is far from

immwe to foreign interference. For a decade atd a half now the people of Cypr us

has borne the burden of Tur kish mil itary occupation. The Korean people's dream of

demcratic relllification of its country, of demilitarizing and ridding the region

of all nuclear weapons, has still not mater ialized.

Regrettably, we can extend that list of concerns nuch further. Still, in our

view the most important thing is that the international conmunity no longer views

these conflicts in the narrCJlrl cootext of East-West confrootation, but rather as

calami ties for all mank ind, calami ties that must be overcome through joint efforts.

As a State located in the centre of the Balk<l'1 peninsula, the people's

RePUblic of Bulgaria has been pursuing an active policy of good-neighbourliness and

nutual wderst<l'1ding, of cetente ald the development of co-operation with all

Balkan States in the spirit of the new political thinking and in line with what has

been achieved so far in the European process.

~-----------
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We note wi th sa tisfacl:ion that Balkan co-opera tion is ga thering momentum and

having a positive impact on the situation in that part of the wOJ:'ld. Results have

been achieved in the poli tical CIld economic spheres and steps are being taken to

protect the environment. The first meeting on measures for strengthening

confidence and security in the region has already been held.

At the same time, in the Balkans - as, indeed, everywhere else - there are

problems that still need to be resolved. We are, however, against making those

problems serve to the detr iment of bilateral and mul tilateral co-operation in the

region. Our country has repeatedly stated that there is no problem that cannot be

resolved at the negotia ting table through equal and mutually advantageous dialogue

free from pre-conditions, a dialogue unburdened by threats, by attempts to exert

pressure for propaganda purposes and by interference in the internal affairs of the

other coun try •

That is also the view of the People's Republic of 8Jlgar ia with regard to the

problems of Bulgarian-Turkish relations, in which, regrettably, tensions have

arisen. I take this opportunity to state once again that the Bulgarian side has

always demonstra ted its readiness to hold direct b Ha teral talks a t any level to

examine such current problems as the strengthening of confidence and security~ the

activation of bilateral economic relationsJ the resolution of humanitarian issues,

inclUding the reuniting of divided families; the adoption of organizational

measures rela ted to the travel of persons across the Bulgar ian-Turk ish border and

so forth. At the same time, we shall continue to take into consideration the

measures concern ing the travel of people across the Bulgar ian-Turk ish border that

Turkey, as a sovereign State, has enforced.

We believe that the Bulgarian-Turkish Protocol signed at Belgrade last year

has laid a solid founda tioo for discuss ing and resolving all the issues between the
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wo States. Our exper ience shows that the successful course of that dialogue can

e facilitated by third countries if they adopt a favourable attitude. We are in

:lvour of human and civilized relations between the People's Republic of Bulgaria

id the Republic of TUrkey, in keeping with contemporary trends in the development

: international relations. In that connection I should like to quote from a

.:atement made by the President of the State Council of the People's Republic of

Jlgar ia, 'lbdor Zhikov, on 29 M:ly 1989:

--"Both the present and the future of the People's Republic of 8.llgar ia and

the Republic of Turkey lie in normal good-neighbourly rela tions between them

and in the Balkans, in understandirig and co~peration between all oountr ies in

the world. The People's Iepublic of Bulgar ia has always pursued this goal and

will continue to do so in the future."

The global processes developing in our world confront Sta tes wi th problems

(-Lose solution requires joint decisions. Those decisions will to a large degree

termine the survival and advancement of mankind. Their natural basis lies in the

~-!ld eoonomy and international economic relations. That is an obvious fact.

The economy is a pre-coodi tion for the functioning of every society ald system

m"l for their well-being and security. That is why the problems of international

eCinomic development CI"Id co''Opera tion are occupying an ever-more-prominent pasi tion

)Cl> United Nations activities. Our exparience of the 1930s has sham the need to

lm te the efforts of the international community in the search for new and more

C'c 'ecti ve means of overcoming the er i tical oondi tion of the eoonomic growth and

ffi eign indebtedness of the developing countries. The chronic problems in that

UL a not only destabilize international oo~peration but also endanger

in erna tional peace ald security.

The United Nations has sufficient intellectual potential and appropriate

ill:> -"an isms for stimUlating international e~onomic interaction. It is in a position
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to make a significant contributic.n to the deliDcra tiza tion of world economic

co-operation and its optimization on the basis of mutual advantage. An especially

important role in attaining that goal will be played by the releasing of enormous

resources as a result of disarmament.

Bulgaria is pursuing a consistent policy designed to develop bilateral and

mul tilateral economic co-operation. One of the aims of the reforms we are Carrying

out is to enable us to enter into international economic structures. One concrete

manifestation of that policy is the steps we have taken to establish official,

stable and equitable relations with the EUropean Economic COllllluni ty (EEC) and to

join the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

A priority sphere for uniting the efforts and resources of mankind is the

.preservation of the natural environment .. we are hearing warnings about its

degradation from political leaders and scientists, and it is being discussed by

virtually everyone with equal concern.

Bulgaria's eoological policy is being pursued in harmony with our strategy for

the country's social and economic development. It is reflected in the National

Programme on the Conservation and Reproduction of the Natural Environment.

Preparatory work on a BalkM ecological-protectioo tre:!ty is being conducted

on our initiative and in close co-oPl'lration with the other Balkan States. A

session of the executive body of the Convention on Transboundary Air Pollution was

held at Sofia last autumn under the auspices of the l:bonomic CoIllilission for

Europe. An international meeting 00 the ecolog-j will be held this month pursuant

to a decision of the Vienna meeting of the Conference on Security and Co~peration

in Europe (<:SCE) _ We hope that the joint efforts of all States participa ting in

that forum will encourage international co~peration in the field of ecology_

: \:'
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Internationally, the principles upon which our position is founded are the

free transfer of ecologically safe technologies, the abandonment of discr iminatory

restrictions in the implementation of projects for the protection of the

environment, financial concessions to the developing countries in the trade in

modern technologies, and broader technological assistC't'lce by developed States,

including in the area of industrial co-operation and information.

To the list of issues of universal human significance there is every reason to

add the excesses of social pathology that are threatening the very foundations of

society and the physical li fe of the individual - such excesses as terrorism, drug

abuse and organized crime.

Terrorism is of special danger to social and international stability in

condi tions of growing world inter &pen dence. It is our vie\i that that phenomenon

is the result and outgrowth of those social conditions and types of thinking that

for cen tur ies have engen dered mili tar ism, ha tr.ed and the des ire to elimina te th ose

regarded as unsuitable. In all its forms modern terror ism is a cr ime and deeply

reactionary. Our country's position with respect to terrorism is unequivocal and

firm. There is no objective that can justify the murder of innocent civilians, the

taking of hostages or the physical and moral humiliation of the human being.

The success of the new approaches to solving the problems of the modern world

would be unthinkable without the prirracy of law in international affairs. The

security of our world should above all be built on the foundations of the stable

and just rule of law. The prinacy of law is the only true guarantee of the

priority of universal human values over narrow and biased scheming of an

ideological and nationalist dlaracter. The rule of force should give way to the

rule of law in civilized legal processes in an atmosphere of peaceful and

:nterdependent coexistence.
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This session of the General Assembly is being held at an exceptionally

decisive moment. 'lbday, more than ever before, nations of the world have strong

expectations of seeing peaceful cnd equitable relations established, of a future

world of security and developnent, and of the harmonious coexistence of man and

nature.

PlEBS e allOtl me to expr ess my coun try·s hope that now, when the role of the

United Nations in international affairs has grown perceptibly, this session will

make a substantial contr ibution to the further broadening of dialogue between

States for the sake of establishing a new world order based on sound reason,

security and co~peration.

Hr. ESCHEIKH (~nisia) (interpretation from Arabic): It is my great

pleasure to convey to Ambassador Garba, on behalf of the Tunisian Republic

delegation, my sincere congratulat,ions on his election as President of the

forty-fourth session of the General Assembly. Through this electiQ"l the

international community has expressed its deep appreciation and aaniration for his

brotherly country, Niger ia, and the AfricM con tinent at large has acknowledged its

prominent standing on the international scene. We are fully confident that his

great diplomatic skills, wide experience in internatio:tal Jratters, and deep

knOtlledge of the functioning of the United Nations, where h'e has so ably

represented his country for mCllY years, guarantee the success of our work at this

session. On this occasion I should like to state again our readiness to co~perate

closely with him throughout his term at the helm of this session.

My warmest thanks go as well to his predecessor, Mr. Dante Caputo, former

"Minister for Foreign Affairs and Worship of the friendly Republic of Argentina, for

the great wisdom and competence with which he conducted the work of the last

session and for his positive contributions to the activities of the United Nations

during his term as President of the General Assembly.
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It is also my pleasalt duty to express our warm apprecia tiOl to the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for the invaluable services he has

rendered and cQltinues to render in the efforts to attain the goals of our

prestigious Organization, based on the principle of universality. In bringing its

noble principles to bear Ql international relations he is serving the cause of

freedom, justice and peace in the world. The success achieved by the United

Nations in moving gradually towards peacefUl solutions of most of the regional

conflicts is to a large extent the result of the wisdom, patience and perseverance

of the Secretary-Gener ale His e ffor ts deserve our pra ise Cl'ld apprec ia tion.

'l\1nisia, which has constantly benefited from the support of the United Nations

and the Security Council, both in its struggle for in~pendence and in its ~fence

of its sovereignty and territorial integrity, once again affirms its deep

attachment to the Organiza tion cnd its firm commitment to the purposes CIld

principles set out in the Charter. 'l\1nisia oonfirms that it will dedicate itself

wole-heartedly to work for the attainment of the ideals of the thited Nations both

in the area of its international relations and in the line of action it has set for

itself after the historic change that took place in our country on

7 November 1987. At the national level, these ideals and principles have become a

living fact of our everyday life, as is clear from the deeply rooted, canprehensive

institutional and political changes we have made in order to oonsolidate individual

and collective rights) proTlOte freedan, denDcracy CIld tolerance~ ald build a

society based on national harmony and social peace.

The National Pact drawn up ald aoopted by all political parties and currents

in the oountry constitutes a remarkable achievement. Suitable conditions were

established for the rapid holding of presiden tial Md legisla tive elections, Q1 the

bas is of democr acy, pI ur al ism and fr eeCbm of expr ess ion. These el ections gave the

Tunisian people, at all social levels, the opportunity of rallying round the
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arch! tect of the event of 7 November 1987 - President zine Al Abidine Ben Ali - a"ld

freely to elect a house of representatives truly reflecting its choices and its

will.

Above all, the people chose to engage in a constant endeavour to reassert our

Arab-Islamic identity ald to consolidate our civilization cnd cultural heritage

while remaining constantly open to other civilizations as a source of fruitful

interaction and enrichment.

We are proud of the positive response by world public opinion to these

achievements, as well as the growing support we have had for the denocra tic process

to wh iob Tun is ia is oommi tte d in th is new er a •

In the same cootext, we have worked diligently with our brothers in the region

to pcorrote the establishment of the Arab Ma9hreb Union - a regional group designed

to meet the historical aspirations of the peoples of our area to solidarity and

oomplementarity. Vast prospects have thereby been opened for growing co~peration

and integration in all fields of activity. That is an example of what South-South

co-operation should be.

Tunisia has welcomed the growing climate of detente in international relations

and has followed with optimism and satisfactim the efforts to achieve disarmament,

as well as the progress made towards the long-hoped-for solutions to most

internatiooal and regiooal conflicts. It is our most fervent hope that this

process will be maintained and developed further, in view of its vital importance

for all mankind ald the powerful stimulus it prOVides by helping to eliminate

tension, paving the way towards the solution of so--far-intractable issues, and

channelling efforts towards mank ind's development iI'ld well-being, everywhere in the

world.

It cannot be denied, however, that detente - which we have long sought to

restore to internatiooal life iI'ld wose early signs have, to our great
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satisfaction, hegun to appear - has not had a positive effect 9n the most complex

international issues. Consequently, it is incumbent upon the international

community and all peace-loving nations to shoulder their responsihilities hy

exerting greater efforts and taking initiatives to help solve these issues, for the

sake of preserving world peace and ensuring that the principles of justice, freedom

and international concord prevail and endure among all peoples.

For.emost among those chronic conflicts is the Palestine issue and the ordeal

of the Palestinian people, who for many decades have been sUhjected to campaigns of

expulsion and oppression, under. the yoke of Israeli occupation.

We hail the courageous stand of Palestinian leaders in calling for a just and

peaceful solution and express our respect and admiration for the Palestinian

people's valiant intifadah, which has confirmed to the world over the last two

years its iron will and heroic determination to fight on in defence of its rights,

dignity and very existenc~. At the same time, and with equal vehemence we condemn

the various forms of violence and repression perpetrated by the Israeli occupation

forces, as well as Israel's adamant determination to thwart all chances for peace.
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We believe that recogni tion of the Pales tin ian Sta t.e by more th an 100 Member

nations of the General Assembly and other favourable responses from world public

opinion are clear signs of the soundness of the clear-sighted and responsible

course of action pursued by the Palestinian leadership. This is a good reason for

the internatiooal community, in this period of growing detente, to redouble its

efforts to hasten the convening of the International Peace Conference and thereby

pave the way for a just, lasting md canprehensive solutien to the Palestinian

problem.

'l\Jnisia has the honour of acting as host to the headquarters of the fraternal

Palestinian leader ship CIld has welcomed all posi tive developments in the ques tion

of Palestine, in particular the Urtited States-Palestinian dialogue that is taking

place en its soil. We wish to rei tera te our hope that that dialogue will coo tinue

until its anticipated results are achieved.

The Middle Fast region is beset with another bloody tragedy~ the brother ly

people of Lebanoo is paying a heavy da ily toll in human and na ter ial losses amidst

a complex political crisis that threatens to doom the country to utter

devastation. I wish here to make a solemn appeal to all our brothers who are

parties to the conflict to place the higher interests of their country above all

other considerations ald to marshall all their efforts to save Leba'lon.

We do not believe that can be done without a resolute call to reason, by

responding to the Arab Tripartite Committee's efforts towards peace and

reconciliation - totally supported by us - so Iebanon may remain an Arab, united,

independent and sovereign country en its OWl territory.

We were greatly relieved when a cease-fire was reached between Iraq and Iran

in conformity with Security Council resolution 598 (1987). A long and bloody war

that had exhausted the resources of the two neighbour countr ies was thus brought
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to an end, thanks in large part to the strenuous efforts exerted in an

internationalist spir it by the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar.

Yet the situation of neither war nor peace now prevailing in the area, with

all its potential threats, remains a matter of serious concern to all of us. Hence

the urgent need for the internatiooal community to support U'lited Nations efforts

to ensure the full implementation of all the provisions of the Secu't'ity Council

resolution both in spirit and in letter. Only thus will it. be possible to reach a

true peace that will put an end to the war and restore security and stability to

the Gulf regioo.

Colcnialism in all its forms is non' a thing of the irrevocable past, thanks to

the awakening of peoples and their steady striving for emancipation CJld

liberation. The progress of Namibia, the last bastion of colonialism in Africa,

along the rood to in&pendence clearly shows that the na tiooal s tru9gle for

liberation, with due support and backing from the international community, is the

surest way for oppressed peoples to fulfil their legi tima te aspira tioo to live in

fr eedom, s ecur i ty and dign i ty •

On behalf of TUnisia, I wish to reiterate our deepest appreciation of the

efforts of the Secretary-General Md all the other par ties that took part in

formulating the United Na tions plan oontained in Secur ity Council resolution

435 (1978) and in working for the full implementation of all its provisions with as

many guarantees as possible. In the case of the fraternal African country of

Namibia and its national leadership, the South West Africa People's Organization,

such guarantees are all the more imperative in view of the disinformation campaigns

and other suspicious manoeuvres that the South African regi~ is capable of

concocting.
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believe that these efforts will in the near future bring about the des ired

for Western Sahara, widl is of course a natter of concern to us. We firmly

We reaffirm our active solidarity wi th the brotherly people of Namib ia and our

w"hile the hour of del iverance seems near at hand for the people of Namibia,

Africa in its noble struggle, once again vigorously condemns the policy of

Tunisia, which has constantly and unfa ilingly stood by the people of South

majority would prevail. The plight of the people of South Africa remains a source

Secretary-General of the United Nations to implement the United Nations peace plan

behaviour which tramples under foot the most elementary human values and

discrimination and to campaigns of repression aimed at stifling the struggle for

apartheid and the obstinacy with which the minority regime continues to pursue the

settlement, whereby peace ald security in our region will be preserved so we can

equality and for the establishment of a derrocratic system in wich the rule of the

EMS/16

flagr ant viola tions of the ir terd tor ial in tegrity •

sane practices despite hollCM promises of dlange.

our brothers in South Africa are still exposed to the most hideoLS forms of racial

posi tion of the front-line Sta tes, inspired by genu ine African solidari ty, in the ir

efforts of the current ChairmCll of the Organiza tion of African unity ald the

support for its struggle for freecbm and independence, and we pay a tr ibute to the

support for the Namibian cause, despite the vengeful reprisals against them and the

of constll\t concern to us, and arouses our indignation and shame at this abominable
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We are greatly sa tisfied at the success of the Geneva Agreements on

Afghanistan in bringing about the total withdrawal of all foreign forces from that

brotherly country. We applauded that withdrawal, and we hope that our Afghan

brothers will reach national reconciliation that will stop the bloodshed and p.1t an

md to th~~ suffering of a people which has had more thCll its share of the scourge

of war and destruction.

'l\misia likewise followed with interest the work of the Paris Conference on

Cambodia, in which all the parties concerned ald their allies took part. Even

though the Conference did not lead to the p'sitive results that, perhaps a little

too optimistically, had been hoped for, we hope that the future of the country will

not be negatively affected by these results. We continue to hope that the parties

to the conflict cnd other nations cOficerned will return to the negotiating table in

another attempt to deliver the Canbodian people from its tragedy and enable it to

exercise its natural right to freedom and sovereignty 00 its la'ld, free from all

foreign intervention.

In Central America, the conclusion of the Esquipulas hJreements is another

sign of the general climate of detente and CIl expression of the desire of the

peoples of the area to build a regional environment where peace and co-operation

will prevail over tensioo md coo frcntation.

International concord, as illustrated by the various agreements and meetings

on ways to reduce the arms race a'ld eliminate the arsenals of mass extermination,

has given rise to justi fiable hopes that, at least in the long term, we shall

achieve general and canplete disarmament, especially in the nuclear field. The

recent agreement reached by the two super-Powers on nuclear weapons is certainly a
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posi tive move in the direction of de ten te CI1d is lik ely to red1ce the level of

international tension and reallocate the huge SWl\'3 of money earmarked for the

nuclear buildup to the fincncing of development projects to make the world a better

place to live in.
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cannot forget another threat to the human race hanging over us, namely # the

pollution of the natural environment and the deterioration of life-sustaining

elements, with all the disasters this can entail, such as the decay of the ozone
layer, which can have dire consequences - indeed some have already begun to

appear. We look forward to the 1992 Uni ted Na Hons conference 00 the environment
and development, a most important event that will open up prospects of strengthened

interna tiooal co-opera tion and the implementa tion of concerted and equi table joint

endeavours aimed at protecting the environment and ensuring a safe future for

genera tions to co~. Similarly, a ttempts at dll'l\ping toxic was te and other

industrial residue by various arbitrary means are a crime against nature, cause

ser ious damage to the environment, and represent delibera te tampering wi th man's
right to a safe and secure life.

Narcotic drugs constitute another crime that is taking on extremely grave

proportions: they have a nagative effect on human beings and society that is so

terrifying that it hardly needs to be underlined. The international community as a

whole must as a matter of urgency aim at eradica ting this scourge through redoubled
joint efforts. Obviously, putting an end to the production and use of drugs, and
trading in then 6 is the first concern, but the deep roots which have given rise to
th is ser lOUS problem in certa in societies must also be analysed. These causes

appear to be mainly economic and social: poverty, misery, unemployment and

ignorance.

We have all welcomed the growing spirit of detente and concord in

international relations and the positive steps made towards resolving various

crises. Yet, for all their worth, such achievements will remain fragile as long as
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We in Tunisia believe that progress towards desirable solutions of these

problems depends essentially on reviving the paralysed North-South dialogue by

injecting into it the kind of real political will so necessary to attain positive

results that would rekindle the hopes and aspirations of developing peoples and -
bring about a fairer distr ibution of the frllits of their endeavours and a better

balance in world trade.

In point of fact, the deterioration of the terms of trada and the fall in

raw-material prices, to say nothing of the volume of debt, excessive servicing

charges and the ensuing transfer of weal th to credi tor countr ies, consti tute so

many heavy burdens encumbering developing countries and crippling their development
efforts •

As regards international monetary relations, it is worthwhile pointing to the

negative trends that have recently emerged as a result of changes introduced in the
system of financial aid transfers to developing countr ies and, in particular, the

drying up of capi tal flows in the direction of m=ldium-inco~ countries - a

phenomenon at once surprising and deplorable when we consider the efforts to ensure

those countries' recovery and the bold measures they have taken, imposing enormous

sacr ifices upon their peoples, in order to emerge from underdevelopnent by relying

ma inly at the ir own means and resources.

It goes without saying that the bold chcis ions recently taken by a nunber of

industrialized nations to cancel the debts of some least-developed countries
constitute a large and praiseworthy step towards alleviating the third-world debt
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)urden. We can only hope that the advanced countries will also pay heed to the

interests and concerns of the developing medium-income countries.

By way of contributing to the serious quest for adequate solutions to the debt

'roblem, and aware of the need for a coherent strategy, which would meet with the

upport of all parties concerned, to handle this thorny issue, President Ben Ali

ubmitted to the industrial summit of the group of seven at ~ronto, last year, a

et of practical proposals based on workable formulas lik ely to give an impetus to

nternational co-operation and to stimulate development efforts in our country. In

his regard we call upcn the international community to consider in depth, through

i.alogue and concertation, ways and means of setting up an effective plan of action

ikely to lead to the achievement of those objectives. We consider that here the

li~d Nations has a distinct determining role that it must play. We believe that

especial sess ion of b'1e General Assembly - scheduled to be held in the near

Iture - on international co-operation, and particularly on the revitalization of

onomic growth in the developing countries, will provide a valuable opportunity to

tivate th is dialogue and intensify concerted efforts between tbrth and South.

International lifa in recent years has witnessed various high-level activities

d meetings. I shall mention in particular the extraordinary Arab summit session

Casablanca, the twenty-fi fth summit meeting of the Organiza tion of African

! ity (OAU), at Addis Ababa, and the ninth summit meeting of the l'<bvement of

;.: n-Aligned Countries, at Belgrade. To us, these events constituted so many useful

;x:>rtunities to exchange views on the situation nCM prevailing in the world and to

(,l' 'ive at a set of resolutions and recommendations essentially aimed at

" .sol idating peace and detente and strengthenin international co-operation.

Today, the eyes of the world are turned, wi th optimism and hope, to our

., lanization as it assembles for the forty-fourth session of the General Assent>ly.

- - _._.------------------------------
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The world is expectant of the conclusions we shall reach and our possible future

efforts to achieve detente and strengthen world peace and security by creating

condi Hons propi tious to impar tinl, fruitful co-opera tion between na Hons based on

mutual solidarity, concord and harmony, for the benefit of the entire human race.

Allow me in conclusion, on behalf of Tunisia, to convey to the President and

to the secretary-General our warmest regards and best wishes for the SUCCQSS of

this session in attaining the noble goals of the Orga.'1ization and in fulfilling the

legitimate aspirations of our peoples to securit.y, peace and progress.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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